DRIVING
THE CHANGE
IN SUSTAINABLE
URBAN
DEVELOPMENT

“ORGANISATION BROCHURE 2021”

ABOUT US
Cities Forum is a global organisation that aims

at being catalyst, working with cities and companies
to solve their sustainable urban development

challenges.

Assist local authorities and governments in the challenge of
designing and implementing successful sustainable urban development policies and projects.
Empower all the actors involved in creating a more sustainable
future for our cities by creating a community where to foster cross
learning, networking and joint initiatives and projects.
Promote urban and regional sustainable initiatives for resource
efficient, low-carbon, smart and liveable cities.
Facilitate public-private partnerships aimed at building smarter
cities for a higher quality of life.
Participate in multi-disciplinary research projects that support
sustainable urban development and innovation within cities and
metropolitan regions.

WHAT WE DO?
We work with cities, companies and organisations to drive the CHANGE in SUSTAINABLE URBAN DEVELOPMENT

Provide Strategic
Advice

Drive Sustainable
Growth

Facilitate
Matchmaking

Hilglight Best
Practises and Enable
Cross City Learn

PROVIDE STRATEGIC
ADVICE

Provide strategic advice to governments, cities, organisations and companies to tackle the challenges that urban
development and city services are currently facing. We do this by contributing to the decision making process through
an integral, holistic approach with our global and transdisciplinary team.

1.

Support

2.

Strategic Consultancy Services

3.

We accompany cities and provide them with support in
the designing of sustainable urban development policies
and strategies.

CITIES FORUM provides strategic consultancy services
to cities, organisations and the private sector in the
smart city field: Urban mobility & transport, digital
transformation, environment, sharing cities, governance
and knowledge society among others.

The organisation provides advice to cities during the
process of creating innovative, effective and impactful city
projects based on the broad experience of CITIES FORUM
and its partners.

Advice to cities

We aim at carrying out and getting involved in projects, initiatives and
policies focused on providing people and industry the proper tools and aid
to enable sustainable development around cities and territories’ needs.

DRIVE SUSTAINABLE
GROWTH

1.

2.

3.

CITIES FORUM is participating as partner in large and relevant Smart
City projects in Europe (H2020 EU funded projects), Latin America, Asia
and Africa. The organisation provides added value by connecting cities,
boosting the communication and dissemination outreach of the project
results and by providing key expertise thanks to our interdisciplinary and
experienced work teams and global associated experts.

The organisation is leading several public private partnerships in Middle
East, Asia and Africa aimed at enabling the development of key projects
to improve urban infrastructures and smart city services.

CITIES FORUM plays and active role on shaping a more sustainable
future for our cities by getting involved in different global initiatives
focused on international cooperation. The organisation has actively
participated in relevant initiatives such as the COP25 in Madrid.

FACILITATE
MATCHMAKING
ACROSS CITIES AND
COMPANIES

1.

Create strategic partnerships and synergies with the different kinds of actors found within urban development, facilitating a
matchmaking process between them with the aim of supporting cities to successfully face their sustainable development challenges.
Cities Forum has the responsibility to be a driver in making our cities and territories more sustainable and equitable by accompanying
them in that process.

Due to it’s profound knowledge of the public sector
and cities’ needs, CITIES FORUM is capable to identify
which areas on each cities’ portfolio services must be
strengthen and addressed. CITIES FORUM enables
matchmaking between the demand and offer of
smart city services, solutions and products, serving as a
bridge, and always keeping its neutral position.

2.

Create strategic partnerships and synergies
with the different kinds of actors found in the urban
development scenario setting the ground to joint
projects and initiatives between the public sector and the
industry.

3.

CITIES FORUM can be an audit and monitoring
organisation for smart city projects and initiatives due to
its neutrality and the expertise of its associated experts
on large, complex and multi stakeholders projects.

HIGHLIGHT BEST
PRACTISES AND
ENABLE CROSS CITY
LEARNING

1.

Spread the word and disseminate all kinds of sustainable development and urban initiatives across the world, to help cities to learn
from each other and support them in the designing process for a better joint future.

CITIES FORUM is partnering with the most relevant and
prestigious events of Smart City topics worldwide. We
help to design the program, get involved by bringing
international speakers and suitable attendees and by
providing them with visibility and reputation.

2.

The organisation is constantly in contact with city
managers across many countries and cities and is
supporting them by offering a wide range of technical
assistance and providing bespoke capacity training
within the Smart City services, technology and
initiatives.

3.

CITIES FORUM develops courses, workshops (COP25 Madrid
2020 for instance) and thematic events where to train and
disseminate best practises on the smart city field and
where to connect the stakeholders of this industry and
enable networking. Besides, the organisation holds strategic
meetings and offers study visits tours for city officials and
delegations in order to foster cross city learning and to
create long term links and relationships between them.
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Visit www.citiesforum.org to get to know who else is on board.
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THE TEAM

Through our Global team of experts, we have skills to review, analyse and
prioritise city development projects that can create a catalytic economic
impact for cities and Regions. Our team brings international best
practices and experience, combined with local resources and knowledge.
We combine in-depth technical excellence and strong capabilities in
research and technology implementation in managing cities.

Cities Forum was born from the willingness of a group of
multidisciplinary experts who met at the Oxford University
and decided there to create and launch this organisation
by joining forces and taking advantage of their skills,
experience and common background in making cities
more efficient, resilient and sustainable.

ASSOCIATES
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COMMUNITY
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São Paulo
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Eime Tobari
London

Víctor Martinez

Strategic Advisor

Roberto Liñan
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Dubai
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Santiago de Chile

Namibia

Oscar Campos

Strategic Advisor

Buenos Aires, Argentina

We are building a vibrant network of experienced consultants who
have joined CITIES FORUM to operate under the structure of the
organisation taking on technical assignments, providing advice and
getting involved in projects and activities where they can contribute

Nº of CITIES FORUM’s Associated Experts (AE)
Nº of cities with presence of CITIES FORUM’s AE
Average experience of AE in terms of nº of projects and assignments developed
Nº of communication & dissemination actions covered by CITIES FORUM’s AE
Nº of entities, organisations and cities with which CITIES FORUM’s AE have collaborated

with their proven expertise and experience. They are the associated
experts’ community of CITIES FORUM that is accomplishing the mission
196

of assisting cities and governments worldwide to promote urban and
regional sustainable initiatives for resource efficient, low-carbon, smart
and liveable cities. We all together are stronger and reach further.
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Colonia (Alemania)
Future transportation

INTERNATIONAL
PARTNERSHIPS
WITH EVENTS

Ámsterdam
Impact mobility Summit
London
· TAAS
· Intelligent transport
· Smart to future Cities
· Transport Ticketing Global
· MOVE 2020

Vancouver
Ecco city

Barcelona
· Mobile world congress
· Smart City Expo
Madrid
· COP 25 Madrid
· Smart mobility summit
· 5º congreso ciudades inteligente
· Vehiculo conectado MADRID
Lisbon
Future Urban Global Conference
Málaga
5G Forum

Malmö (Suecia)
Nordic smart city
Berlín
International Urban Mobility Dialogue
Cracovia
5th European congress of local Goverments
Krynica - Polonia
29th Economic Forum
Wien - Viena
The Future of Transportation World Conference
Bucarest
Mauritius 2019 Smart transportation Bucharest
Estambul
Shared Mobility World Conferene
Marsella
Smart mobility Summit

Gaziantep - Turkey
Municipal Forum 2019

Argel
Smart city congress

Nueva Delhi
Evento de electromovilidad

Valencia
Smart mobility summit

Aguascalientes (México)
Smart Mobility Summit

Dubai
· World mobility Show
· 5th Congress on future mobility

Santo Domingo
Latam mobility Summit

Ciudad de México
Latam mobility Summit

Barhain
Mobility 360
Medellín
Latam mobility Summit

Singapore
ITS WORLD CONGRESS

Bogotá
Smart city Business COLOMBIA
Quito (Ecuador)
Smart City Ecuador

Jakarta
· OpenGov Summit
· 4th Southeast Asia Automotive Technology Summit

Cuenca (Ecuador)
Foro Electromovilidad

Mauritius
Future Cities Summit

Arequipa (Perú)
Sustainable Cities Latin America
La Paz (Bolivia)
Foro de SIMUS

São Paulo
Smart City business BRAZIL

Santiago de Chile
Latam Mobility Summit

Buenos Aires
Smart City Expo
Rosario (Argentina)
V Festival Ciudades Felices
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WORK PROGRAMS

DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION

URBAN MOBILITY
& TRANSPORT

IOT (Internet of Things)

E Mobility

Funding

Energy efficiency

Sharing Cities

5G Technology

Public Transport

Multilevel Governance

Resilient Cities

Social Inclusion

Data‐Driven Cities &
Cloud

Connected Vehicles

Multi-Stakeholder

Climate Change

Collaborative Policy

Improvement of
processes

Transport infrastructure

E-Gov & Open-Gov

Public Space & Green
Districts

Gentrification &
Housing

Universal access to
information

Urban Planning

Circular Economy

Cleantech

Innovation Ecosystems

Shared data
enhancement

Blockchain applications
AI (artificial
Intelligence)
Safe Cities

GOBERNANCE &
FINANCE

Data Governance
Standards & Indicators

ENVIRONMENT

SOCIAL INCLUSION &
SHARING CITIES

KNOWLEDGE
SOCIETY
Standards &
Interoperability

Matchmaking of cities
& companies

SHARE,
DISSEMINATE,
LEARN

CITIES FORUM wants to give credit to those who are shaping
the future of our Smart Cities. As part of our commitment to
disseminate best practises we created the “Meet the city

changers work programme” in order to share worldwide our bespoke
interviews to the top leaders of the smart city industry and to the
sustainable urban development protagonists.
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Web/e-mail:
www.citiesforum.org
info@citiesforum.org

   

